P R E S E N TAT I O N
How can I adapt my value proposition to an evolving market?

Where is my market potential and how can I cultivate it?

How can I create an innovative, skillful and purpose-driven culture?

CONTEXT

Business used to be a black box.
For outsiders, the inside was vague. Companies painted
their brand on the outside of the box by telling what they
do. People either liked it or they didn’t.
Thanks to the transparency in an interconnected world,
today a business is a glass box. Outsiders can easily see
into the company and get to know who you really are.
As a company, you have to be consciously active in your
market development. The market is evolving so quickly
that lingering doubts or blind confidence can cost you
dearly.

Glass box

at t r a c t

Black box

convince

Organisations with a clear identity and purpose
spontaneously attract people, are able to cultivate the
market and have a solid basis to achieve real growth.

REAL GROWTH

We roll up our sleeves and investigate, listen and analyse
in depth. Then we bring your unique DNA to the surface.
What is your essence and how do you incorporate it into
all your policies and value propositions? And above all:
where and how do you reach your ideal market?

“You never change things by
fighting the existing reality. To
change something, build a new
model that makes the existing

We clarify the value that your customers are willing to
pay for, thus leading strategic choices to a more evident
outcome. We then review the business plan and draw
up guidelines so your market potential can be optimally
realised.

model obsolete.”
-

richard buckminster

-

“PROFIT IS LIKE THE AIR WE
BREATHE. WE NEED AIR TO LIVE,
BUT WE DON’T LIVE TO BREATHE.”
-

frederic laloux

-

HOLIstic Approach
Value proposition

Define or realign the precise value
of your products and services.

Market Development

Establish your market potential
and accelerate towards results.

Organisational
Excellence

Boost your growth with an
empowering mix of appealing
leadership, proven processes and a
sustaining culture.

We identify your fundamental
company capitals
intellectual
ENERGETIC

ECONOMIC

emotional

spiritual

...as the essentials for value creation

consultancy
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